
Summer Reading 2012 
 

One of our primary goals at Urban is to encourage and support learning outside of the classroom. To this 
end, we expect that you will read during extended school breaks.  Here are some suggested titles 
recommended by Urban faculty and staff.  The books are available in bookstores and in local libraries.  
You may also order them through the Urban bookstore site (www.urbanschool.org/bookstore).  You 
should plan to read at least two of these books this summer, and we encourage you to read the all-school 
read, Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. 
 
In the fall, we will have discussions about the books we’ve read! 
 
All-School Read 
 
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams 
This sci-fi spoof has had a cult-like following since it was first published in 1979. Discover the meaning of 
life, frolic through the galaxy, and laugh through this witty tale. This fall, we’ll be celebrating the wit of 
Douglas Adams with philosophical discussions and a movie screening. Don’t Panic. 
 
Fiction 
 
The Art of Fielding by Chad Harbach 
This book is ostensibly about baseball, which, in all honesty, should be enough for you young Urbanites. 
But it's also about the pursuit of dreams, the complications implicit in all relationships—friendly, romantic, 
and forbidden!—and what to do when the path that was so certain suddenly disappears or throws a 
wicked curve. And there's a character named Henry Skrimshander.  What more do you need? 
Mary Murphy (Science) 
Having played baseball, I was impressed with the book’s treatment of what could happen to a player who 
allows his thinking to get in the way of his performance. I think it nicely demonstrates how this also is true 
for our lives in general.   
Richard Lautze (Math) 
 
Angry Black White Boy by Adam Mansbach 
This is a hysterical novel for those into Hip Hop and Racial Justice.  The novel takes us into the life of a 
young hip-hop lover and how he challenges his own privileges at the same time becoming an icon in the 
struggle for racial justice in New York City.   
Amy Argenal (Service Learning) 
 
The Girl Who Fell from the Sky by Heidi W. Durrow 
After tragically losing her Dutch mother and siblings, Rachel moves in with her African American 
grandmother.  What follows is a coming-of-age tale that is wrapped up in issues of identity and 
stereotype.  Well written and moving, this is a great book for those who have ever questioned how they 
are perceived in the world.   
Sarah Levin (Librarian) 
Riveting and unnerving, The Girl Who Fell From the Sky will keep you turning pages to find out what 
happened that day on the roof. 
Larissa Parson (English) 
 
Battle Royale by Koushun Takami 
Koushun Takami's notorious thriller is based on an irresistible premise: a class of junior high school 
students is taken to a deserted island where they are provided arms and forced to kill one another until 
only one survivor is left standing. Criticized as violent exploitation when first published in Japan, Battle 
Royale is a Lord of the Flies for the 21st century. (goodreads.com) 
Ken Garcia Gonzalez (Dean of Multicultural Life) 
 



Chronicle of a Death Foretold by Gabriel García Márquez 
A murder in broad daylight that everybody knows is going to occur but that nobody does anything to 
stop. Portents, vengeance, family honor, hypocrisy, dreams, nonlinear time, inscrutable characters and 
unknowable circumstances:  it's all there with more in "Crónica de una muerte anunciada". 
Steve Speier (Spanish) 
 
Special Topics in Calamity Physics by Marisha Pessl  
Blue van Meer has a head full of literary, philosophical, scientific, and cinematic knowledge. Upon 
entering the St. Gallway School, she finds some friends - a clique of eccentrics known as the Bluebloods. 
One drowning and one hanging later, Blue finds herself puzzling out a murder mystery. (goodreads.com) 
Amanda Moore (English) 
 
Short Fiction 
 
Collected Short Stories by Edgar Allen Poe 
When I was in high school, I read all of Edgar Allen Poe's short stories, translated into French by the great 
poet Charles Baudelaire. It was a little nerdy to walk around with this gigantic tome, but I didn't care. The 
stories were sometimes eerie and creepy, and sometimes just plain fun. I think they led me to a lifelong 
interest in the literature of the imagination. 
Henri Piccioto (Math) 
 
The Bloody Chamber by Angela Carter 
Angela Carter draws out grotesque themes from traditional fairy tales. Can you imagine, for example, 
what Little Red Riding Hood's red hood is a symbol for, according to folklore? Carter's female 
protagonists deal with coming of age, sexuality and the corrupting influence of relationships and 
marriage.  
Rosilyn Shih (English Teaching Fellow) 
 
The Collected Stories of Richard Yates 
This collection gathers the Yates’ powerful and peerless short fiction in one comprehensive volume. 
Praised by such authors as Michael Chabon, Stewart O'Nan, and Richard Russo, this book is the crowning 
jewel in what has been the rediscovery of one of our greatest American writers. (goodreads.com) 
Sarah Fontaine (Outdoor Trips) 
 
Graphic Novels 
 
American Born Chinese by Gene Luen Yang 
Yang tells the story of three characters: Jin Wang, the only Chinese-American student at his new school; 
the powerful Monkey King, subject of a Chinese fable; and Chin-Kee, the ultimate negative Chinese 
stereotype. Their lives come together with a twist in this action-packed modern fable. (goodreads.com) 
Clarke Weatherspoon (History, 9th/10th grade Dean) 
 
Nonfiction 
 
In the Heart of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex by Nathaniel Philbrick 
This book is basically the true story of Moby Dick, written like an excellent New Yorker article. From life on 
Nantucket, to Whale Psyche, to How To Cannibalize Your Pals and Survive for Forty Days at Sea - this 
book has it all. Reads super fast! 
Riley Maddox (Math) 
 
The Elements of Style by William Strunk Jr. and E.B. White, illustrated by Maira Kalman 
It's the most beautiful book about the rules of writing you could ever imagine.  Kalman's paintings and 
White's quirkiness make this book one that's hard to put down. 
Kelli Yon (Art) 



 
The Worst Hard Time: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl  
by Timothy Egan 
If you've ever heard the term Dust Bowl and thought, "come on now, how bad could it have really been," 
then this is the book for you. Egan creates a fascinating and insightful depiction of what life was like for 
those who lived through one of the worst droughts and economic periods in American history.   
Brooke Roberts (History) 
 
Infinite City by Rebecca Solnit 
This reimagined atlas is a whimsical and informative exploration of the SF Bay Area, highlighting a 
treasure trove of landmarks, cultural geographies, culture wars, and much more. Solnit is one of my 
favorite writers, weaving historical information with poetic musings. Check this amazing book out! No 
matter how long you have lived here, I promise that you will learn something new. 
Kate Randall (Art) 
 
 
Health and Science 
 
Lives of a Cell by Lewis Thomas 
If you love science, lovely writing, and serendipitous connections with everything gloriously human, you'll 
love this book. I had no interest in the physical sciences, especially biology, when I was given this slim 
volume. It opened a world for me. And I've given this as a gift to countless people and students. Brings 
Literature and Science together better than anything else I've read.    
Greg Monfils (English & History) 
 
The Dyslexic Advantage: Unlocking the Hidden Potential of the Dyslexic Brain by Brock L. Eide 
Forget about what's challenging and focus on the special talents that come with dyslexia. Dyslexics often 
excel in mechanical reasoning (required for architects and surgeons), interconnected reasoning (artists 
and inventors), narrative reasoning (novelists and lawyers), and dynamic reasoning (scientists and business 
pioneers). A positive, enlightening, and empowering book! 
Laurie Williams (Learning Specialist) 
 
The World Without Us by Alan Weisman 
Indulge your inner misanthrope, and imagine what our earth would be like if all people vanished. The 
answers may be surprising: endangered species start recovering instantly, and local smog and pollution 
vanish within a week. Though very based on science, this book is engaging and easy to read (I’m not 
lying). You’ll be both inspired and depressed — perfect for the summer! 
Geoff Ruth (Science, 11th /12th Grade Dean) 
 
In Defense of Food by Michael Pollen 
In this compelling book, Michael Pollan will help you to learn about how to make better choices about 
where to shop, what foods you put in your shopping cart, and what foods you put in your mouth in 
support of for a health community and a healthy body. 
Suggestion #1:  Stick to the perimeter of the supermarket as you shop—these foods are less processed. 
Suggestion #2:  Don't eat anything that has ingredients that you are unable to pronounce.   
Suggestion #3:  Don't eat anything that your grandmother would not consider to be food. 
Meredith Oram (Spanish) 
 


